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Abstract 
We apply the blockwise bootstrap for stationary observations, proposed by Kiinsch (1989), 
to empirical processes indexed by function classes ~" which satisfy some bracketing conditions. 
We prove a bootstrap central imit theorem for empirical processes of stationary r-mixing 
variables, which holds almost surely. This is done under a moment condition for the envelope 
function of ~ and by assuming an exponential decay of the mixing coefficients. By using 
exponential inequalities we apply a chaining technique. 
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1. Introduct ion 
The bootstrap roposed by Efron (1979) has become a very successful method for 
approximating the distribution of an estimator T , (X1  . . . .  , X . ) .  
Its use in empirical process theory can be motivated as follows: already the limiting 
law of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic in more than one dimension is depending 
on the unknown underlying distribution of the observations. One way out of this 
impasse is given by the bootstrap; therefore, a bootstrap CLT for empirical processes 
has an important status for applications. Bickel and Freedman (1981) proved a first 
bootstrap CLT for the classical empirical process indexed by indicator functions 
{lto,q;t~ [0, 1]}. Gaenssler (1986) extended this result for Vapnik-(2ervonenkis 
classes, Gin6 and Zinn (1990) gave a beautiful characterization forthe bootstrap CLT 
to hold in the general empirical process theory. Dudley (1990), Heesterman and Gill 
(1992) and Arcones and Gin6 (1992) have indicated the usefulness of the bootstrap for 
the empirical process indexed by more general classes than indicator functions of 
intervals on • or R d. 
However, it is known that in general Efron's bootstrap fails for dependent data. An 
extension of the bootstrap for general stationary observations has been given by 
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Kiinsch (1989). This resampling scheme is based on overlapping blocks of consecutive 
observations of the original sample; therefore, we call it blockwise bootstrap. Instead 
of selecting single observations X; from the sample {X1, ..., X, } with replacement this 
extended method selects k blocks of length I. Here 1 is a function of n, tending to 
infinity, with l (n )= o(n) and n = kl. As in the independent setup, a CLT for the 
empirical process usually implies the consistency of the blockwise bootstrap for 
statistics whose asymptotic behavior can be treated by empirical process theory. 
Billingsley (1968) has given a CLT for the empirical process on the real line for 
stationary, uniform-mixing variables, for a-mixing sequences Deo (1973) has given 
a result on R and Yoshihara (1975) on R a. Massart (1988), Andrews and Pollard (1994) 
proved CLTs for general empirical processes under bracketing conditions in the 
a-mixing case. Arcones and Yu (1994) proved for stationary, fl-mixing sequences weak 
convergence of the empirical process for Vapnik-Cervonenkis classes. 
We show here that for stationary, fl-mixing sequences the blockwise bootstrapped 
empirical process indexed by function classes with polynomially growing bracketing 
numbers, converges weakly to the proper Gaussian process almost surely. This is done 
under a moment condition for the envelope function. Moreover, we assume an 
exponential decay of the mixing coefficients which provides a Bernstein-type inequal- 
ity for dependent variables. Our proof follows a chaining strategy. 
The blockwise bootstrap for the empirical process on the real line has been studied 
by Naik-Nimbalkar and Rajarshi (1994) and on Ea by B/ihlmann (1994) for a-mixing 
sequences. Our result contributes inexploring the behavior of the blockwise bootstrap 
in general empirical process theory for dependent variables. 
2. Preliminaries, main assumptions and results 
Let (X, d )  be a measurable space and let P be a probability measure on (Y', ~¢). Let 
be a permissible class of real functions on X (cf. Pollard, 1984), so the class 
satisfies all requirements needed to avoid measurability problems. We consider 
a stationary, fl-mixing sequence {Xj} j~z of X-valued random variables, defined on 
a probability space ((2, Jr', P), with marginal distribution P, i.e., Xj ~ P. We denote by 
~o an element of the probability space (~2, ~', P). The fl-mixing coefficient is the 
absolute regularity mixing coefficient introduced in Kolmogorov and Rozanov (1960) 
which describes ome dependence between a-fields. Let Jt'~ = a({Xj; a ~<j ~< b}), 
{ X j } j ~ z stationary. Define 
e[ sup IP[vI °_ l - P[Ull]. 
U e,g~ 
If/~(h) --* 0 (h ~ oo) we call the process /~-mixing; this describes just some kind of 
short-range dependence, which is related to other mixing concepts, e.g., ~b-mixing 
implies/?-mixing implies a-mixing (cf. Bradley, 1986). 
We introduce now some notation and terminology. Denote by Pf  = ~f (x )dP(x )  for 
fE ~.  For a probability measure Q, the usual norm in the £~Op(Q) Banach-space is 
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denoted by I1" I1~) ,  and for Q = P we abbreviate I1" lip = II • II~tP), 1 ~ p < ~.  We 
denote by ~ weak convergence in the function space l°°(ff ) (in the Hoffmann- 
Jorgensen sense, cf. Alexander (1987)) for the metric induced by II • I1~; here 
II h t1~ = supf~ Ih(f)l, where h : f f  ~ R. The class ~- usually has an envelope func- 
tion F(x) = supi~.~ If(x)l and it can be covered by a finite number of elements, not 
necessarily in f t .  The covering number is denoted by N(. ,  i f ,  d), where d is any 
pseudometric on o ~. It is defined as N(u,~,~,d)=min{m;3fa ... .  ,fro such that 
supi~.~ min~ ~j~,, {d(fJ~)} ~< u}. 
Here, we assume more structure for the function class f f  so that everyf~ f f  can be 
'bracketed' by a finite collection of functions. The bracketing number, denoted by 
N[ ](u, i f ,  d), where d is any pseudonorm on i f ,  describes then the geometric complex- 
ity of such a function class ft .  It is defined as 
Nt](u, i f ,  d) = min{m; If1, ... ,fro and qbl . . . . .  bm with max d(bi) <<. u, 
l <~i<~m 
such that Vfe~3ie  {1 . . . .  ,m} with I f - f * l  ~ b~}. 
We give here a result for the blockwise bootstrap for empirical processes. The 
empirical process {W, ( f )}s~ is defined by 
W.( f )  = nl /Z[P.( f )  - Pf ] ,  P . ( f )  = tl-1 ~'~ 6xj(f), 
j= l  
where fix denotes the point mass at x e 5f. The blockwise bootstrap for the empirical 
measure P, is given by 
k Si+l 
P*( f )  = k -1 ~" 1-' • 6x,(f), 
i=1  j=Si+l 
where n=kl ,  l= l (n )=o(n)  and l (n)~oo (n~) ,  Si i.i.d. ~ Uniform 
({0 .... , n - l}) (see Ktinsch, 1989). In practice, if the sample size n is not a multiple of 
1 we simply make the last block shorter. The bootstrapped empirical process is then 
defined as 
W*( f )  = n l /2[P*( f )  - E* [P* ( f ) ] ] ,  f ¢ ~.  
The resampling procedure induces a conditional probability measure P*; all the 
quantities corresponding to P* are supplied with an asterisk*. 
Our main assumptions are the following. 
(A1) The mixing coefficients decrease exponentially, i.e., fl (h) <~ const, a h, 0 < a < 1. 
(A2) The blocklength l satisfies l(n) = O(n 1/2-~) (0 < e < 1). 
(A3) The class ~- has an envelope function F with PF p < ~ for some p > 4. 
(A4) For the same p as in (A3), the bracketing number Nt](u, o~, I1" Ibp) satisfies: 
There are constants A and V so that Nil(u, ~,  I1" lip) ~< Au -V  for all u > 0. 
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Remark 1. The assumption (A1) holds for stationary ARMA(p, q) processes if the 
distribution of the innovations i dominated by the Lebesgue measure (cf. Doukhan, 
1994, Ch. 2.4). 
Remark 2. In the case of the mean Ktinsch (1989) showed that the optimal block- 
length with respect o the mean square rror of the bootstrap variance is l(n) ,,, const. 
n 1/3. This justifies our assumption (A2). 
Remark 3. The moment assumption i (A3) implies tPP [F(X1) >~ t] --* 0 as t ~ ~.  
Remark 4. Andrews and Pollard (1994) give an example where assumption (A4) 
holds. 
Another extension for the class of indicator functions of intervals {1 [o,t], t ~ [0, 1 ] } is 
the class {lc; C ~ c#}, where c# is a Vapnik-(2ervonenkis (VC) class of sets (for VC 
classes ee for example Alexander (1987)). Even more generally one can consider the so 
called VC subgraph classes. The subgraph of a function fE  ~ is defined as the set 
{(x, t); 0 <<. t <<.f(x) or f (x )  <<. t <<. 0}. The class ~- is called a VC subgraph class if 
= {subgraph off; fE  ~-} is a VC class of sets in ~r ® R (cf. Alexander (1987)). The 
VC subgraph classes have the striking property that the following holds: given 
1 ~< p < 0% the covering numbers N(u, ~ ,  II' II~.¢Q)) satisfy: there are constants A and 
V so that N(u,~, I I ' I I~,~Q~)~AI IF  v -v  I~e)U for all u > 0 and all probability 
measures Q with QF p < ~.  (cf. Pollard (1984), Lemma II.5.25). 
The bracketing- and the VC subgraph-notions are not directly related to each other 
in the sense that one would imply the other. We can only relate the covering 
and bracketing numbers. A trivial bound is N(u, ~,  II" II-~le)) ~< Nil(u, ~ ,  II'II~Q)), 
for the other direction Ossiander (1987) gives some conditions, which are hard to 
verify. 
Arcones and Yu (1994) have shown convergence in law of IV,(.) for stationary, 
fl-mixing sequences, we restate their result here. 
I f~-  is a VC subgraph class with PF p<~ for some p>2 and the mixing 
coefficients atisfy rP/tP- 2)log(r)2tP- 1)/tP- 2) fl(r) ~ 0 (r ~ o0), then IV, =:- W, where 
W is a zero mean Gaussian process with Cov(W(f),  W(9))  = 
y .~.=_ooP( f (Xo) -P f ) (g (X i ) -Pg)  and II'llp continuous sample paths almost 
surely. The same result holds under our assumptions (A1)-(A4). 
Theorem 1. Assume that (A1)-(A4) hold. Then 
W*(')  =~ W(.)co-a.s. 
The conditions for Theorem 1 are probably not close to optimal; in particular, (A1) 
is too strong. Instead of using a Bernstein inequality (Lemma 2) we could try to work 
with good moment inequalities (cf. Andrews and Pollard, 1994, Lemma 3.1) under 
a polynomial decay of the mixing coefficients. Furthermore, by a more sophisticated 
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proof it might be possible to weaken the moment assumption (A3) to PF 2+a < ~x3 for 
some 6 > 0, the strict positivity of 6 is the price we pay for dependence. Last, by using 
representation techniques as in Arcones and Yu (1994, (2.6)-(2.7)) there seems to be 
room to prove our Theorem 1 for VC subgraph classes, Radulovi6 (1995) considers 
this problem. 
In the following we prove Theorem 1. 
3. Stochastic equicontinuity via chaining 
We give first two basic results for real valued//-mixing sequences. 
Lemma 1. Let {Xj}j~ z be a stationary, real valued fl-mixing sequence with mixin9 
coefficients ft. 
1. Denote by J [b a the a-algebra tr({Xf ia <<.j <<. b}). I f  U ~ Jg°_oo, V ~ J [~  then 
IEEUVq - EFUIEUV31 ~ 8 II u II, II v 11./31/*(h), 
where 0 <<. p,q,s  <<. 0% p-1 + q-1 + s-X = 1. 
oo . 
2. I f  E [X1]  = 0 and ~i=o(l + 1)'-xfl(i) ~/(2"+~) < ~ for some v > 0 then 
. X.i z, 2, EtE~=x j ~< const, n'llX, [12,+v, r ~ 1. 
Proof. 1. The proof is given in Doukhan (1994, Theorem 3, Ch. 1.2) or in Deo (1973). 
2. This is Theorem 1 in Yokoyama (1980). [] 
Lemma 1 also holds for s-mixing sequences. 
Bosq (1991) uses reconstruction techniques to prove the Bernstein inequality. 
Lemma 2. Let {Xj}j~z be a stationary real valued fl-mixing sequence with mixing 
coefficients ft. Assume that EI-XI] = 0 and IXjl <<. M for all j. For any ~ > 0 let 
0 = (2/4 and let q <~ n/(1 + O) be any nonnegative real number. Then for any c > 0 
4exp(  - (1 -~)c2  "] 2 nfl([qO]-l) 
where a 2 = SUpm(EIX1 + ... + Xml2/m). 
Proof. The proof is given in Doukhan (1994, Theorem 4, Ch. 1.4). [] 
In the following we often prove some convergence r sults that hold almost surely. 
The next lemma is a straightforward consequence of the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. 
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Lemma 3. For a family of random variables {Z,(t)}, ~ ~,, ~ T, T a set, and a sequence 
{a.},~  in R + with card(T)Z.~ 1sup,~ r P[IZ,(t)l > 2a.] < oo for all 2 > O, we have 
sup IZ,(t)l = o(a,) ~o-a.s. 
tET 
Let p be given via condition (A3). Since f f  is totally bounded for 11 • lip it suffices to 
verify stochastic equicontinuity almost surely, i.e., og-a.s. Vt¢> 0 36 > 0 and 3no(cO) 
such that for n >~ no (co) 
P* [  sup IW*( f -g ) l>  x]<x,  (1) 
f, ge.~:;llf -gll. <~  
and to show fidi-convergence almost surely of the process W*(.)  (see, for example, 
Dudley, 1984, Theorem 4.1.10). 
We denote by ~ '  = { f -  g;f,g • ~},  ~ ' (u )  = { f -  g;f,g • ~,  [ I f -  gll~ ~< u}. By 
(A4) o~' still possesses good entropy properties. As usual let 
[[ h [1.~'(ul = sups~.~'~,)[h(f)[, where h :~ ' (u )~ R. Then the stochastic equicontinuity 
can be rewritten as ~o-a.s. ~'K > 0 36 > 0 and 3no(~O) such that 
P'Eli w*(f)ll.~,(~) > ~] < K. (2) 
We are concerned for proving stochastic equicontinuity (1) or (2), respectively. We 
use a restricted chaining argument (see Pollard, 1984, VII.6) to derive a maximal 
inequality for W*(.). The following lemma shows that we can truncate the variables 
{f(Xj); f•  ~-' , j  = 1 . . . . .  n} such that stochastic equicontinuity (2) still follows. 
Lemma 4. Assume that (A1) and (A3) hold. Then there exists 0 < 7 < ½ such that for 
every 2 > O, 6 > 0 and Ko > O, 
P*I-II W*(f ( ' ) l{v l . )>Ko.  ''2 ,})11~,~)> 2] = o(1) co-a.s. 
We always fix Ko as a positive constant whose choice will be discussed at the end of 
the proof of Lemma 7. 
Proof. Let 2 > 0: 
P* E II W X (f(")l~vt.i > Ko, ,,2 ~}) I1~'(~) > A] 
I k S~ + 1 -] 
P* n -'/2 ~ ~ f(Xj)l~r(x,)>Ko.,,-,) > 2/2 ] 
i= l j=S i+ l  
[ ["+' ] 1 + P* n 1/2 E* 1-1 2 f(Xj)I{F(Xj)>Ko..2 ,} > 2/2 j = S~ + l :.~'(6) 
I $1+1 1 <~ 2 ) t - ln l t2E* 1-1 ~ f(Xj)l{F(x~)>Ko..~ ~} 
j = St + 1 ~'(5) 
+ 1L,,.~.I-II , ~ ,  +~ (3) 
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We show that 
[ s,+t >/(°n'/2-~} ~'1~' 1 nl/2E * 1-1 ~ f(Xj)l{e(xA = 0(1) o;-a.s. (4) 
j=S l+ l  
For the next inequality we use that one can bound the bootstrap mean of positive 
variables by the arithmetic mean times n/(n - l + 1) (see Kiinsch, 1989, (3.14)): 
[ s,+, >Kon,/2_,} 1 nX/2E * 1-1 ~ f(Xj)l{e~xj) 
j=S l+ l  
<~ 2nl/2(n - 1 + 1) -1 ~ F(Xs)I{F(XA>ro~,,2-~} =:R.. 
j= l  
Now by H61der's inequality 
E[R.]  <<. 2na/2(n - I + 1)- ~11 F(Xx)I lpP[F(Xt) > Konl/2-r] (v- 1)/p, 
and by Remark 3 
P[F(XI)  > KonX/2-~] t"-l)/p 
= (Kon-tX/2-~))v- 1 {(Konl/2-r)np [F(X1) > Kon 1/2-~] }tP- 1)iv 
= O(n- (1 /2  - ~')(P- 1)). 
Therefore, 
E[R.]  = o(n 1/2-tl/2-¢)tp- 1)). 
Hence, for any p > 4 there exists a V > 0 such that E[R,]  = o(n- 1-~), c > 0. By 
Lemma 3 this proves (4). By (3) and (4) we achieve the proof. [] 
In our proof for stochastic equicontinuity we can treat f as bounded with a bound 
depending on the sample size n. We often make the following assumption: 
(B) For all sample sizes n E ~, .~ has an envelope function F t~ with 
sup F~")(x) <<. Kon 1/2-~ for some 0 < 7 < 1/3. 
x ~ :'/" 
The increments of W* (.), which we like to control, can be written as 
k 
W*( f )  = k- x/2 ~ (D,;f(S~) - E*[D,;f(S~)]), f~  ~ ' ,  
i=1  
where D.;f(u) = l- x/2v "+l • z.j=.+ 1 [f(Xj)  - P( f ) ] .  Note that the D.;s(Si) s are conditional- 
ly independent with respect o P*. To prove a maximal inequality for W*(.)  we 
analyze {D.;f(S~)}~=  so that we can use later Bennett's and Hoeffding's inequality. 
Define a pseudonorm d(.) := ]l'llCv/2, 1 < ~ < 2. Denote by ~'d(u) = { f - -e ;  
f, o ~ ~,  a ( f -  o) ~ u}. 
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Lemma 5. Let a = a(n) ~- n-C(c > 0), i.e., a(n)/n -c ~ const. (n ~ oo). Let ~ ~_ .~ be 
an a-net for ~ with respect o d(.  ). Let Kon -~/4 <<. 6n ~ 1. Assume that (A1)-(A4) and 
(B) hold. Then there exists a constant Co > 0 such that 
1. For f ~ (~)'a(6n) 
E*[D2;y(SI)] <~ 62(Co + R,;~(f)), 
where sup:~ ~)'"la.) ] R,; 1 ( f) l  = o (1) co-a.s. 
2. og-a.s, there exists an no(Og) such that for n >1 no(og) 
sup P* k -~ D~;/(&)>36~Co ~<2exp 1+~ J" 
f~  (~'.)'a(/i,) i = 1 
3. Moreover, we can sharpen 1. lnstead of 3, we consider {6,;0; 1 <<. q <<. m} with 
m = O(n b) for some b > 0 and with Kon -~/4 <~ 6,;q ~< 1 Vq = 1, ... ,m. Then we have 
for f ~ (~=)'a(6,;q), 
E*[D2;f(Sx)] <. 6n2;q(C0 + R3;,(f)), 
where sup1 _< q ,< m supf~ {~)'qa,:,) [ R3;,(f)[ = O(1) ¢o-a.s. 
The stronger assertion 3 is used to prove a uniform result in Lemma 6. 
Proof. By assumption (A4) and by reasoning as in Lemma VII.9 in Pollard (1984) 
with packing numbers (cf. Pollard, 1990) instead of covering numbers we have 
card((ff~)') <~ card2(ff~) =/2(a /2 ,  i f ,  I1" IlCJ 2) 
~< const.n 4cv/¢, 1 < ~ < 2. (5) 
1. Let fe  (~)'d(6,): 
n- - l  
E*[D2,;f(S,)] = (n - l + 1) -1 ~ Z. ( f )  
u=O 
E 1-1/2 u+l 2 
+ ~, ( f (X~) - P f )  (6) 
j=u+l  
where Z. ( f )  = (1- x/zy~y=+t +, ( f  (X j) - pf))z _ E l l -  '/2Y~y+=t.+ 1 ( f  (X j) - Pf)l 2. 
By Lemma 1.2 with r = 1, (A1) and (A3) there exists a Co > 0 such that 
E ~l Pf) 2 l - ' /2 ( f (X j )  -- <~ Collfll~ ~< Coa~. (7) 
j=u+l  
I 
n- - l  For fixed n {Z.(f)},=o is again stationary and fl-mixing with 
1, r <~ l, 
flz(r)~< f i x ( r - - l+  1), r> l .  (8) 
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Furthermore, E[Z.(f)] = 0. In order to apply Bernstein's inequality, i.e., Lemma 2, 
we show first 
sup{[Z.(f)l;f~(~)'a(5.), u~{O,...,n-1}}=o(n1-~l-152) og-a.s. (9) 
Let 0 < 2 < 1. We show that 
Pl-lD.;f(u)[ > nl/2-e/21-1/26.)L] <, exp( - n c) for some c > 0. (10) 
To prove (10) we distinguish two cases for the blocklength I. If 1 <<, 2n~/4/4, then by 
using 3./> Ko n-~/# and ID.;f(u)l ~< 4Koll/2n 1/2-~ we have 
IO . ; f (u ) l  <<, nl /2 -~/2 l -  1/26.j," 
If I > 2nr/4/4 then by using Lemma 2 and again 6./> Kon-r/4: 
PI- ID.j(u)I  > 111/2-~/21-1/26n,~'] 
- - (1  - -  ()1'11 -- 762~, 2 .~ 1 
~< 4exp 2(/tr2 + q2nl/2_3~/a6.nl/2_r/25.A/3)j + 2-q fl([qO] -- 1), 
where tr 2 ~< const, sups~ (.~°),~(~.)IIf II 2 ~< const. 62. 
Choose q = min{n~/S,I/(1 + 0)} (0 like in Lemma 2). Then by (A1), (A2) and the fact 
that l > 2n~/4/4 we arrive at (10). 
Since Z,(f) DZ (u) __ ~_ l -1 /2~u+t  tCtv~ __ = =,+lwv~j J  Pf)l 2 we get for n sufficiently 
large by (7), (A2) and the fact that 0 < 7 < 1/3 (see Lemma 4) 
P [ IZ , ( f ) t  > 2nl -~l -  16n z).2] ~< P[ID,; I(u)I  2 > nl-~l-16n2J,2], 
and hence by the bound in (10): for n sufficiently large 
P [ lZ , ( f ) l  > 2n1-rl-16z,2 ] <~ const.exp( - n c) for some c > 0. 
Finally, by (5) we obtain 
~. (n - l + 1)card((~)'d(5,))  
n=l  
sup P[ lZ . ( f ) l  > 2n  1 -~I -162)~2]  < o(3, 
.f~(.~,)'a(a.),u~ {0 ..... n - l} 
which proves (9) by Lemma 3. 
The bound in (9) for Z,(f) is random. To use Bernstein's inequality (Lemma 2) for 
. - -1 (n - l + 1)- l y,, = o Z,(f) we need a deterministic bound for Z.(f). To achieve this we 
use a truncation technique and show that the effect of truncation is asymptotically 
negligible. 
Let V be a random variable with E[V] = 0. Define 
V,={ V, IVl <~M, 
sign(V)M, I VI > M 
and V"= V' -E[V'] .  
256 
Applying H61der's inequality we get 
IEI-V']I~<M-(~-I)IIVII~, s~>l,  
E IV" r  <<. const.M'-~F.IVI s, r >~s. 
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(11) 
(12) 
Let us now apply this truncation technique. Let M. = n 1 -~1-162 (compare with the 
bound in (9)). Define 
~Z.( f ) ,  IZu(f)l ~< iV/., 
Z'u(f) = [s ign(Zu(f))M. ,  [Z. ( f ) l  > M., 
and Z'.'(f) = Z' . ( f )  - E[Z' . ( f ) ] .  Then by (11) and (12), 
IE[Z'.(f)] I  <~ M~ 1 IlZ~(f)l[ 2, (13) 
El " z Z. ( f ) l  +~ ~< M~.EIZ~(f)I 2, v > 0. (14) 
Let 2 > 0. Then 
n-- l  
P[ l (n -  I+  1) -12  Z',(f) l  > 6222] 
u=O 
n--I 
P[ l (n - l + 1) -1 ~ Z' ( f ) t  > 322] + lrl~rCzi(s)ll >~I)~1 
u=O 
=I+I I .  
Consider first the term II and using (13) we look at IIZ~(f)ll2. By Minkowski's 
inequality, Lemma 1.2 and (7), 
IIZ~(f)llz <<. 1 -U2 2 ( f (X j )  - PI) + Co62 
j=2  
~< const. IIf(Xl)ll~ + const-62 
= const, d( f )  4/~ + const. 32 
const. 62 . (15) 
Consequently by (13), 
IE[Z'I(f)][ <<. n- l+rl6~2const.6~ = O(ln - t+r)  = o(r/- 1/2+7). 
Since 62 >~ const, n- y/z and 7 < 1 we get for n sufficiently large: II = 0 and therefore 
E l P I(n - 1 + 1) -x ~ Z'.(f) l  > 6~22,l u=O 
P I(n - l + 1) -1 ~ Z2(f)r  > 322 , n sufficiently large. (16) 
i u=O 
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The variables Z' ( f )  are bounded by 2M, = 2n1-~1-162. Now by Lemma 2 we get 
with tr 2 = sup , (E lZ ' ; ( f )  + ... + Z'(f)12/m): 
P I (n -  l + 1) -x ~ Z ' ( f ) l  > 622 
u=0 
/ - -  (1 - -  06~(n  - -  l + 1)2,~ 2 "~ 
~< 4 exp ~, 2((n -- l ~- ~)~-2 + ~-~-.(n -- 1 + 1)622/3) J 
n- l+1 
+ 2 flz([qO] -- 1). (17) 
q 
We now derive a bound for (r 2. We have 
~1 Irl/m) E IZ ' I ( f )  + ... + Z'm(f)12/m = E[Zo( f )Z ' , ' ( f ) ] (1  - 
r= - -m+l  
~< 8llZ';(f)ll2+v z,,(0y/t2+v~+ 2 ~ f lz,,(r) v/(2+v) , v > O, 
r= l  
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 1.1. By the construction of Z~( f )  we 
immediately get flz,,(r) ~< flz(r) for all r e No and, hence by (8), 
1, r<.l ,  
flz,,(r) <<, flx(r - l + l), r > l. 
Notice that the coefficients fix(" ) are independent of n, whereas Z" was depending on 
n. Hence, 
E IZ ' ; ( f )  + ... + Zm(f)12/m <~ const, liZ'~(f)ll2+~l ~ fix(r) v/t2+v) 
r=0 
~<const. sup lllZ'~(f)ll2+~, v>0.  
fe (~)'qa.) 
This bound is now independent of m and f. Thus by (14) 
tr 2 ~< sup IM2~/(2+~)IIZ [l"~114/(2+v) 11,J1112 , V > O. 
f e (,~)'~(6.) 
Therefore by (15) 
a 2 ~< const, lm2, ~/(2 + ~)(6,z) 4/(2 + ~) 
_- const, l ~ -2v/(2+v)nZv(1-~')/(z+v)64n * 
Now we choose in formula (17), q =/ I+L  Then by (8), (A1), and since v > 0 is 
arbitrary, 
P (n - l+ l )  -1 Z'. '(f)  >622 ~<const .exp( -n  ~) fo rsomec>O.  
u=O 
Combining this with (5) and (15) we have 
n- - I  
(n - l + 1)-* y~ z ; ( f )  ~< 6,2R.(f), 
u=O 
where supf~.~,yqa.)JR.(f){ = o(1) ~-a.s. 
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Now we show that the effect of truncation can be neglected. By (9) we know that 
w-a,s, there exists a (global) no(w) such that for n >_-no(w): Z,(f)= Z'.(f) 
Vfe (~.)'d(6.) and Vu e {0 ... .  , n - l}. 
Hence, 
n--I 
(n- -  l + 1) -1 ~ Z,(f) <~ 62R,;~(f), (18) 
u=O 
where supy~ls, j,qa.)lR,;l(f)] = o(1) w-a.s. By (6), (7) and (18) the first part is proved. 
2. Let f~  (~)'d(6,)  and 0 < 2 < 1. By Bernstein's inequality for i.i.d, variables (cf. 
Pollard, 1984, p. 193) we have 
P*[  k - i  i~=l (DZ.,f(Si) - E*[D2.;f( S1)]) > 6221 
( -64k222/2 ) 
~< 2exp k Var.(D2i(Sx)) + M62k2/3 , (19) 
where m = 2 supf~ (~o)'qa.x. ~ {0 ....... i) IDZj{u) l. 
F rom the proof of (9) it follows that 
m = o(n I -~l-  x62) w-a.s. (20) 
On the other hand (by using (20)), 
sup kVar*(DZ;f(S1) <~ k sup E*[D2;f(S1)]n1-~l-162o(1), 
f~ (~)'d(6.) f~ (,~)'a(6.) 
where o(1) is w-a.s. Combining this with (19), (20) and the first part of the lemma we 
have: w-a.s, there exists no(w) such that for n ~> no(w), 
P*[ k- l i~= l (DE.;y(Si) - E*[DZ.;y(S,)]) > 62. Co ] 
~< 2exp n~_,l-r(~-~o+-Co/3 ) <~ 2exp 1 + 1/3 " 
Therefore, w-a.s, there exists no(w) such that for n 1> no(w), 
sup P*[ k-' ~ DZ.;f(Si) > 36.2Co] 
fe  (;-a~-~)'n(6.) i= 1 
~< sup [P*I k-1 ~ Dz.;f(Si) - E*[DZ;r(S1)]) > 6nZCo] 
fe (.~.)' (6.) i = 1 
+ l[supf~(~j(6.jE*[D2.:I(SO] > 26.2Co] 
~< 2 exp 1 + 1 " 
The last inequality follows from the first part of the lemma. 
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3. This statement can be proved like part 1. Note that the exponential inequalities 
for (9) and (n - l + 1)- 1 , - i  Y~ =o Z~ ( f )  allow us to bound the additional supremum over 
{1 ~< q ~< re(n)}, where re(n) grows polynomially. [] 
The next lemma ensures that the increments of W*( .  ) have exponentially decreas- 
ing tail probabilities in a restricted region. We use Bennett's inequality with the 
corresponding function 
B(2) = 22-2((1 + 2)log(1 + 2) - 2), 2 > 0. 
The function B(-) is continuous, decreasing and B(0 +) = 1. 
Lemma 6. Assume that (A1)-(A4) and (B) hold. Let ~2 = ~2(n ) = n-rl2/(2CoB-1(¼)), 
where y and Co are defined via Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, respectively. Let qq > O, 
Kon -~/4 <<. 6n;q ~ 1 be such that 2 6,;q/qq >>. ct2(n), q = 1,..., m, where m = O(n b) for some 
b > O. Then tO-a.s, there exists an no(tO)~ N such that for n >1 no(tO): Vq = 1 .... ,m, 
Vfe (~)'a(6,;q) (no is universal Vq V f  ): 
( - rill2 ) 
P*[ IW*( f ) l  > r/q] ~< 2exp \ ~  . 
For the restricted chaining argument (see Pollard, 1984, VII.6) in Lemma 7 we need 
to bound P* [ IW*  (f)l > r/] for a sequence {6,;q }q. There we make use of the fact that 
the assertion in Lemma 6 holds in a uniform sense. 
Proof. Let fe  (~a)'a(6,;q). By Bennett's inequality (cf. Pollard, 1984, p. 192) and 
Lemma 5.3 we have: to-a.s, there exists an no(tO) e N simultaneously for all 1 ~< q ~< m 
and all f¢  (~)'d(f,;q) such that for n/> no(to), 
( - q2/2 / Mkil2~lq "~"x 
P*[Iw*(s)I > r/q] ~< 2exp \ ~  B t ~ )) ,  (21) 
where M = 2 supl ~ q ~ m SUPs~ (~.)"(~.;,)., ~ {0 ....... q I D,;s(U) I" 
From the proof of (9) we see that 
M = o(l- 112nl/2-~12) to-a.s. (22) 
By (22) we have: to-a.s, there exists no(to) such that for n ~> no(to), 
B ( Mk'12tlq 
\ k62q2Co ) >>. ¼ if 62;qfllq >~ ~2(n). 
Combining this inequality with (21) we achieve the proof. [] 
Now we are able to use the method of restricted chaining. Let 
J (6) -- J (6, o~, d) = S~ [2 log (N(u, ~ ,  d)E/u)] 1/2 du be the covering integral. 
Lemma 7. Assume that (A1)-(A4) and (B) hold. Let f~ e ~ be the closest point of 
f ~ ~ (with respect o d(. )), where ot is defined as in Lemma 6. Then: co-a.s, for every 
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x > O, 1 > t~ > 0 there exists a 6 = 6(x, t/, J ( . ) )  > 0 and there exists an no(tO) • N such 
that for n >>. no (tO): 
L f e ,~,~'~'(6) L f e 
Proof. The proof of Theorem VII.6.26 in Pollard (1984) carries over. 
Note that ct = c~(n) ~< x/3 for n sufficiently large and J(ct) ~ 0 (n ~ oe) by (A4). We 
construct the pairs (t/q, 6q) q = 0, ..., k - 1 like Pollard. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume o~o ~ ~ - ... c ~k = o~ by using packing numbers instead of covering 
numbers (Dudley (1984) explains the relationship). Note that Lemma 6 is sufficient to 
control the corresponding increments of W* (.) for f, g • ~o -~ ~x - "'" - ~k  = o~ 
(k is used here as in Pollard and has nothing to do with n = kl) and that the 
constructed 6o = 6.;o ~> 61 = 6.;1 ~> .-. /> 6k-1 = 6.;k-1 all satisfy 6.;q i> a(n), since 
t/q < t /< 1. By choosing Ko <~ (CoB-~(¼)) -1/2, where Co is defined in Lemma 5, we 
have 6.;q >t ~(n) ~> Kon -~/4 which is a condition from Lemma 6 to verify (note that 
Co does not depend on Ko so that such a choice is possible). [] 
The bound in Lemma 7 still involves a supremum. Our next aim is to prove 
a Glivenko-Cantelli result for the class of  -- of(n) -- {f - f , t . ) ; f•  ~}.  In order to 
use a symmetrization argument (see Pollard, 1984, pp. 14-15) we would like to bound 
SUph ~ Je Var* (W* (h)) almost surely. 
For this we approximate of  by a bracketing ,(n)-net of, t.) with respect o I]'lp, i.e., 
for all h • of  there exists h, • of,t,) and bh such that Ih - h,I ~< bn and It bh lip ~< t(n). By 
using the same argument as for replacing covering with packing numbers (cf. Dudley 
(1984)), we can assume of,t,~ ~ of  and the functions {bh; h • of} are bounded by two 
times the bound for functions h • of. 
Lemma 8. Let of,c.) ~- o f  be a bracketin9 z(n)-net with respect to 
l(n) = n-1. Assume that (A1)-(A4) hold. 
Then: to-a.s, for every t~ > 0 there exists no(to) such that for n >1 no(tO) 
H" lip, where 
f ~ ~- Lh e of;(.) 
Proof. Let h, Eof,~,) be the bracketing function such that I h -h , I  ~bh and 
I1 bh lip ~< l(n). Then 
P* [ sup ] W*(f - f~)]  > l _ I ~  t/]~< P*[t_h ~ e,,.,sup ] W*(h,)] > t//2] 
+ P*[suplW*(h-h,)]>t_h ~ .* U2]. (23) 
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But for h ~ 
I SL+I 1 sup lW*(h-h , ) l  <<, suplW*(b,)l + 2supE*  n ~/2 ~ b,(X,) 
h~ ~ hE ~ h~,~ /=$1+1 
= sup l W*(bh)[ + 2 sup lW.(bn)l + 2n ~/2 sup Pbh 
h ~ ,Yt ~ h ~ ~ h e ~ 
~< suplW*(b,)l + 2 suplW.(bh)l + 2n -1/2 
he,g( h ~ .k~ 
(24) 
(see Kfinsch (1989), (3.14) for the relation between the bootstrap mean and the 
arithmetic mean). 
The suprema on the right hand side are actually maxima over sets whose cardinal- 
ity can be bounded by 
card(~,t.)) ~< Nt](t(n)/2, ~ ,  I1' lip) ~ const, n v. (25) 
(By requiring ~,t,) ~_ ~ we use 1(n)/2.) 
We first bound suph~Jrl W*.(bh)l. Using 
d(bn) = Ilbhll~/2 ~ t(n) ~/2 <<, Kon-r/4(1 < ~ < 2), sup Ibh(x)l ~ 4Ko nl/2-7 (26) 
Xa~Yt a 
(the inequality t(n) ~/2 <~ Kon -~/4 holds at least for n sufficiently large), and using (25) 
instead of (5) we can show in exactly the same way as in Lemma 5: 
supE* [D2;bh(S1)] ~< n-~/2(K2Co + R.;4(h)), (27) 
h ~  
where SUph ~ ~rl R.,4(h)l = o(1) to-a.s. 
~o-a.s. there exists no(Og) such that for n t> no(to): 
f-n Co'X supP*[k  -1 ~ D2;bh(Si)> 3K2n-'/2Co ~< zexp~) .  (28) 
h e a~(¢' L i=1  
By (27) we can use the symmetrization technique (see Pollard (1984), pp. 14-15). We 
have that to-a.s, there exists no(tO) such that for n ~> no(tO): 
P*IsuplW*(bh)I>Lh ~ ,,r , /6 ] ,  4p'xt I sup I W*° (b,)I > t _ h  ~ av ~//24], (29, 
k- l /2~'k (7 lr'l {g" X k = {Si}i= 1 and where W*°(bh) ~i=1 iL'.;b~toi), ai i.i.d. ~ { -- 1, 1}, independent of 
of {Xj}7=I with P.[<rl = l] = 1/2, pext= p.  x P*. 
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Now Hoeffding's inequality (cf. Pollard (1984), p. 192) yields: 
,, t / - 2(r//24) z
Dentil W*°(bh)[ > r//241Si . . . . .  Sk]  <<. zexp kk_ 1-~k~__ l ~..b~(Si) ) 
_ 2(q/24) z "~ 
~< 2exp k- 1Zi=aD.;b,(Si)Jt 2 l[k 'Z~_,O~.:b.(S,) <~ 3K2n 'aCo] 
,, f - 2(rl/24) 2 "~ 
+ zexPkk-,-~~(S,)) l[k 'EL,o~.:~.(s,)> 3K~n v2Co]' h ~_ J)ll°. 
By integrating with respect o P*, using that exp( - 2(rl/24)2/k-l~= 2 iD.;bh(Si)) <~ 1 
and by (25) and (28) we get: 
P°x' [sup' w:°(b"l'L > ,/2413 ~ card(*,,.))h~jesup P" [ I  W*°(bh)l > ,/24] = 0(1)co-a.s. 
Combine this with (29) so that 
P*[suplW*(bh)lh c Je > rl/6] = O(1) co-a.s. (30) 
To bound the expression SUph e . IW.(bh) l we use Bernstein's inequality (Lemma 2). By 
using (26) we get 
supP[IW.(bh)l > q/12] ~< const.exp( - n c) for some c > 0. 
hEa~ 
Therefore by (25) and Lemma 3, Y~.~=lP[2 SUph~ jel W.(bh)l > r//6] < ~ and hence 
ll-2sup .... IW.(bh)l > ,/6] = O(1) ~o-a.s. (31) 
By (23), (30) and (31) we complete the proof. [] 
Lemma 9. Assume that (A1)-(A4) and (B) hold and let ~,(.) be defined as in Lemma 8. 
Then for q > 0: 
P* I  sup lW*(h)l > r#2] h • a~.,., 
Proof. For every h e .,~,~.~ ~ we have: 
d(h) <~ e(n) and suplh(x)l ~< 2Kon 1/z-r. (32) 
X•~f '  
Then, by (32) instead of (26), the proof follows as for showing (30). [] 
Lemma 10 (Stochastic equicontinuity). Assume that (A1)-(A4) hold. Then; co-a.s, for 
every x > 0 there exist 6 > 0 and no(w) e N such that for n >>. no(og) 
D*F sup ,W*( f ) ,>  ~c] <~c. 
Lf~ ,~"(6) 
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Proof. By Lemma 4 we can assume that (B) holds. We work first with the seminorm 
d(.)  = I1" I1~/2, 1 < ¢ < 2 and with if'a(5). Let x > 0, t /> 0 be arbitrary. By Lemmas 
7-9 we get: There exists a 5o and ~o-a.s. there exists no(Og) such that for n >~ no(m) 
P* I  sup IW~*(f)l> 5r/]~<2x+o(1). 
fE .¢r,~(,~o) 
Define 5 := 52/¢. Thus eg-a.s, there exists no(~O) such that for n >/no(m), 
P* [  sup IW~*(f)l > 5~/]~<2r + o(1). 
Lf~ .~-'(?;) 
[] 
4. Fidi-convergenee 
Lemma 11. Assume that (A1)-(A4) and (B) hold. Let f, g be in ~.  Then 
. (f), W*,(g)) Cov(W(f) ,  W(g)) + Ay, a(n), Cov*(W* = 
where Ay, g(n) = o(1) on a set A(f,g) with P[A(f,g)] = 1. 
Proof. 
Cov* (W * (f), W * (g)) =Cov* (D~;y(S1), D~,a(S1 ))
= E* [Dn;f(S 1 )Dn;o(S 1 )'] - E*  [Dn;f(S 1)] E* [Dn;g(S 1 )]. 
The first term on the right-hand side can be analyzed like in the proof of Lemma 5.1. 
For the second term we have (see Kiinsch, 1989, (3.14)) 
E*[D,;f(S1) ] = ll/2(n - l + 1) -1 ~ w(j )(f(Xj)  - Pf), 
j= l  
where I w(j )1 ~< 1; analogously for E* [D,;g(S1)]. Now Chebychev's inequality and 
Lemma 1.2 with r=2 yield: E*[Dn;y(SI)] =o(1) co-a.s., E*[D,;o(S1)] =o(1) 
tD-a.s. [ ]  
Lemma 12. Assume that (A1)-(A4) hold. Then fidi-convergence of W * (. ) holds co-a.s. 
Proof. Observe that Lemma 4 holds also with II • II~ instead of II ° II~,(o), Hence, we 
assume that (B) holds. We first show for any fixed f~ ~-, 
d* W*(f)----- ,  W( f )  on a set A( f )  with P[A( f ) ]  = 1. (33) 
We write W* (f)  = k- l/2yk= 1 (D,~I (Si) - E [D,;f(S/)]) and note that the D,:z(Si) s are 
conditionally independent with respect o P* but their distribution changes with n. 
We know from Lemma 11 that Var* (W*( f ) )~Var (W( f ) )  on a set Al ( f )  with 
P [A1 ( f ) ]  = 1. For asymptotic normality we show that Lindeberg's condition holds 
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by using the approach in Kiinsch (1989). More precisely, we show condition (B3) in 
K/insch (1989), i.e., 
i+' ef)  max ~ (f(X,) - = o(n 1/2) on a set A2(f) with P [A2( f ) ]  = 1. 
O<~j<~n-- t= j+ l  
We can prove this straightforwardly b using the Bernstein inequality in Lemma 2. 
Therefore by Lindeberg's central imit theorem, (33) holds on A( f )  = A1 ( f )nAE( f ) .  
We extend now the almost sure convergence for a fixed f to almost sure fidi- 
convergence. The total boundedness of ~ implies separability with respect o ll" IFp. 
Similarly as above we can show fidi-convergence for a dense, countable subset 
~" ~_ ~,~ on a set A (~)  with P[A(~- )] = 1. Then we extend this to fidi-convergence 
for ~ ~-a.s. by using Lemma 10. For details see Lemma 3 in Bfihlmann (1994). [] 
By Lemmas 10 and 12, Theorem 1 is proved. We add here that we made nowhere 
use of representation techniques which are a common tool in the framework of 
fl-mixing sequences, cf. Arcones and Yu (1994, (2.6)-(2.7)). Therefore, our method of 
proof might carry over for or-mixing sequences, the only essential change to make is to 
replace Lemma 2 by a Bernstein-inequality for a-mixing sequences. Such inequalities 
are available at the price of having slightly weaker bounds. 
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